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The Identities of the Chinese in Réunion, France
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This presentation raises the question of the identity of the Chinese descendants born, educated and socialized in Reunion Island, a Creole society ruled under French Overseas Department. To be Chinese in Reunion is to belong to two, or even three, cultural worlds — Chinese, French, and Creole. We call these people “Sino-reunionese or Sinwa in Creole language. Why do Sino-reunionese claim to “return to their roots”? What make them different being as Chinese? and not as Reunionese or French? The identity construction of the Sinwa has something to do with French policies and the situation of Reunion. They may find themselves identifying as Chinese only some of the time and not all of the time. They find that their consciousness of being Chinese is formed and transformed in relation to other Reunionese; that is, they feel more or less Chinese depending on whom they are with. They may find themselves assuming different identities at different times, identities which are not always unified around a fixed consistent “self.” In a multiethnic and multicultural Creole society, an individual identifies with several groups, considering him or herself a member of them but at the same time he or she feels different from the other members of these groups, when he calls himself or herself a Chinese, Tamil, African, or whatever. The development of Chinese identities follows this process, progressively moulding and modifying itself, and adopting different forms throughout its existence in response to the events and disruptions in the social, political, cultural, or economic life of the Reunion. In short, the Sinwa cultural identity develops in accordance with the transformations affecting the whole of Reunionese society for some thirty years.
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